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I see many people in particular are hating gays, especially these pretenders who
call themselves traditionalists and all the rest of the bullshit.

This is because these xian pretenders just like to blame shift. In accordance to
the bible, all goyim kids are born in sin and will get tortured equally in hell if they
are not put as slaves to Jehovah and Rabbi Jesus.

And these heterosexual machos are also damned, cursed, and will of course go
to hell same as their dumb goyim offspring, the bible says, unless they slave
eternally to the jew. Then they win something from this eternal slaving...A big...A
huge...A fat....

Nothing. They still go to hell. *rubbing of jew hands intensifies*

So you are in no position better to the eyes of the lord of divine jewish excrement
because you put it in a woman’s thing, or if you are a woman attracted to the
male type. They just laid the pipe off of heteros to get them to calm down, since
they are too many and the christian demands could never be met at anything
less of a price than extinction.

So heterosexuality was put morally as an ignored thing. Because you cannot just
tell people in their face to go extinct because JHVH the lord of feces said so.
Therefore, they left this on the side for later. And they went to attack minorities
like gays, bisexuals, or lesbians in the meantime.

The bible hates everyone. The masturbator, the celibate, the gay, the straight,
and the lesbian, are all equally hated. So, there is no point to scrutinize any of
these hated people as special. In the eyes of jews, anyone who partakes in any
sexual activity, is to be put in the same pit of torment.

Even if you are celibate or asexual, the jew can hold this against you: you are not
giving birth to slaves for JHVH and you do not follow the command to “populate
the earth”. Even the perfect saint disobeys this “commandment”.

No matter how you exist, the jew is never satisfied. As the whole point is to drive
people insane.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=40350#p40350


The only ones the bible does not hate are pedophiles, those who commit
bestiality, and those who, like Lot, fuck their own daughters or prostitute them.
These acts committed by the prophets and jewish seers show the sickness of the
jewish brain and their morality. The talmud says pedophilia is fine and dandy in
the eyes of “god”.

Stop feeling special because the jews hate your particular sexuality guys. They
hate everything, even if you were a vegetable that left a seed, they would still
hate you.

The point of the hatred is on the fact of Gentiles being the children of the Pagan
Gods, whatever that may entail. Sexual hatred is just icing in the already sick
cake of what is called “jewish culture”.

They may hate different groups for different reasons, but the main reason is
always the very same.

They hate you for existing and want to enslave and kill you. Not now but for all
eternity to keep you around and torture you inside a pit of “boiling excrement” as
the Talmud says is the goyim punishment.

About your sexuality type hmmm, maybe they believe the boiling pot should be
another color, maybe we need to ask a top rabbi in israel to tell us about his
“insight from god” on that one. Judaism has lots of interesting and mysterious
things we goyim filth cannot understand.

Such as how the talmud says sexually violating babies is permissible if you are a
jew, same as it is permissible to chop their genitals at birth to appease an
egregore.

Blame the little merchants, they hate all of us equally.

No matter what you are, they equally want us all dead.
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